High Rise Wheat Beer
Kansas Territory Brewing, Washington KS

American red wheat makes up the heart of this beer. This beer tastes of full malt wheat flavor ideal for cooling you down after a hard day's work.

Dark of the Moon
by John Sandford
Virgil Flowers, a protégé of Lucas Davenport, is sent to Bluestem, a small town where everyone knows everyone else, to investigate the murders of a man burned to death in his home and a doctor and his wife—with the doctor found with both eyes shot out—unaware that he is tracking a murderer who may be targeting Virgil as his next victim.

The Murderer's Daughter : A Novel
by Jonathan Kellerman
Engaging in high-risk activities to escape from her regimented life as a psychologist, Grace Blades has a one-night stand with a man who turns out to be her new client, one who claims a unique connection to Grace's foster father.

The Silver Pigs : A Marcus Didius Falco Mystery
by Lindsey Davis
Marcus Didius Falco finds himself in the midst of ancient Roman intrigue when he accepts a case from the beautiful Sosia Camillina, one that mushrooms into a plot to depose the emperor.
The Prince Of Beverly Hills
by Stuart Woods
Demoted after a run-in with a superior, Rick Barron, a detective with the Beverly Hills police force, lands a job with the security detail at Centurion Pictures and uncovers a blackmail scheme that threatens the studio's business.

Kiss the Girls
by James Patterson
As two serial killers terrorize different regions of America, the FBI begins to suspect that the two are competing with each other, and Washington, D.C., police detective Alex Cross embarks on a personal quest to find the perpetrators.

Gone Girl
by Gillian Flynn
When a woman goes missing on her fifth wedding anniversary, her diary reveals hidden turmoil in her marriage, while her husband, desperate to clear himself of suspicion, realizes that something more disturbing than murder may have occurred.

The Illusionist
The film tells the story of Eisenheim, a magician in fin de siècle Vienna, who reunites with his childhood love, a woman far above his social standing. She also happens to be the crown prince's fiancee, leading to obsession and crime.

3: 10 to Yuma
In drought-plauged nineteenth century Arizona, a poor farmer escorts a violent outlaw to trial for a life-saving fee, eluding a band of killers along the way. It is a remake of the 1957 film of the same name, making it the second adaptation of Elmore Leonard's short story "Three-Ten to Yuma".